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Abstract
Tai C hi uses smooth movement and a focussed state of
mind to support mental and physical health. Tai C hi
teachers use metaphoric imagery such as “wave hands
like clouds” to help students integrate smooth
movements with a focussed mind. C urrent interactive
technologies applied to Tai C hi take a very literal
approach, focussing on body position and centre of
gravity. In contrast, "Tai C hi In The C louds" is a system
which uses micro unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as
"clouds" to lead or follow the movements of the hands,
giving live feedback on smoothness of movement via
LEDs. We used UAVs to aid the experience of living out
the metaphoric imagery used in Tai C hi. With our work
we aim to contribute to new design language to support
movement based, mind-body practices.
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Introduction

Figure 1 The UAV “cloud”

Tai C hi is considered an effective activity for mental
and physical health. Through smooth movements and a
focussed mind, Tai C hi has delivered these benefits for
thousands of years [9]. People who practice Tai C hi
follow literal instruction and metaphoric imagery. The
literal instructions (such as ‘keep the knee over the
ankle’) is used to correct technique. The metaphoric
imagery (such as ‘wave hands like clouds’) is used to
help students integrate the body and the mind. The
smoothness of the movements are improved by
reaching a state of mind where one almost believes
their hands are clouds [9].
C urrent systems that support Tai C hi practice appear to
take a very literal approach (e.g.[2,5,10]), using
methods such as replicating bodies in virtual space
which allow students to compare and correct their own
body position. Another approach displays a centre of
gravity gauge to correct balance. These approaches
leave an opportunity for the incorporation of the rich
metaphoric imagery often used in Tai C hi into an
interactive experience.

Figure 2 Literal Instruction (left) Metaphoric Imagery (right)

We used UAVs as they can suspend a “cloud” in 3D
space (see Figure 2 The UAV “cloud”) and can move
smoothly. This, propose, leads to a more engaging
experience of the metaphoric imagery used in Tai C hi,
helping students reach a state of mind where they
almost believe their hands are the UAVs (clouds).
C urrent examples of bodily control of UAV’s
demonstrate innovative ways in which different parts of
the body can control a UAV [4][7][6], which when used
in the context of Tai C hi, creates an opportunity for
unique experiences of integrated mind and body.
"Tai C hi In The C louds" is a system which uses micro
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as "clouds" to lead or
follow the movements of the hands. The clouds react
positively to the smoothness of the student’s
movements via an on-board matrix of LEDs, giving the
experience of living out the metaphor of "waving hands
like clouds". With our work we aim to contribute to new
design language to support movement based, mindbody practices.

Related Works
We learn from four areas of prior work, interactive
systems that support Tai C hi practice, Bodily C ontrol of
UAVs, Interactive Dance Technologies and Interactive
eBike Technology.
Interactive Systems That Support Tai Chi Practice
We first looked to interactive technology that supports
Tai C hi practice. “Master Motion” [2] is a full-body
virtual reality experience for Tai C hi students. Using a
head mounted display and a motion capture system,
students can overlay the movements of their digital
selves with that of their teachers. Areas of the body
that are out of place are highlighted in red. In addition
to this, a gauge is shown at the bottom of the display
to help students manage their centre of gravity. This
work did not focus on the metaphoric imagery given by
a Tai C hi instructor which is as important as the literal
instruction to realise the benefits of Tai C hi.
“My Tai-C hi C oaches” [5] is an augmented learning tool
for practicing Tai C hi, employing a "virtual mirror"
created by a circling UAV to project the users body
position next to a virtual instructor. Students can
compare their body position with their virtual instructor
from any angle, without having to turn to face a real
instructor who would otherwise be standing at the front
of the class. While solving some practical problems of
teacher location and orientation when learning Tai C hi,
“My Tai-C hi C oaches” only covers the physical position
of the body, leaving an opportunity to incorporate
metaphoric imagery into future works. To do this, we
proposer representing these metaphors in a tangible
fashion, which leads us to bodily control of UAVs.

Bodily Control of UAVs
“Bit drones” [4] is an office productivity tool which
enables people to display and manipulate spatial
information through the handling of 3D pixels that are
made from micro UAVs. It demonstrated several
innovative interaction methods including “throw”,
“drag”, “follow” and “resize”. We believe these actions
have great potential in a playful context. As such, we
see an opportunity to couple these interaction methods
with the metaphors used in Tai C hi.
“Aeroquake” [7] is an augmented dance system that
coordinates dance movements with up to four UAVs to
amplify the effect of a stomping movement. Dancers
can explore creative ways to stomp, inducing a wave
pattern of movement by the UAVs. From this we learn
that live feedback form UAVs can encourage exploration
of movement. However, what we still do not yet know
is how to achieve a feeling that the UAVs are not
controlled by the person but are a part of the person.
To learn more about this feeling we looked at work
which assessed the effectiveness of controlling UAVs
with the orientation of the pilot’s eyes [6]. Participants
said they had to “look more carefully” when directing
the UAV with their eyes, because wherever they looked
at an obstacle, the UAV would go towards that obstacle.
Thus we believe that mapping the movement of a UAV
to a body movement (such as eye movement, but also
arm movement) presents people with an opportunity to
focus more effectively on the movement and heighten
their awareness of it.

What we learnt from bodily control of UAVs is also
implemented in interaction technologies outside of
UAVs, we look to those examples to learn how to
implement them in a single experience.
Interactive Dance Technologies
Interactive Dance Technologies are systems that aid in
the performance and experience of dance. They often
translate the metaphorical concepts found in dance
choreography to digital media. C oncepts such as
“painting with the body” are relevant to the movement
performed in Tai C hi. The following works demonstrated
the ways in which live feedback influenced the dancer's
attention between mind and body.
“Towards Bi-Manual 3D Painting” [3] is an immersive
system which allows dancers to generate 3D surfaces
by using their hands as metaphoric “paint brushes”.
Initially, dancers were "following the screen" where
their dance moves where dictated by the effect it
created in the 3D space. After some time, the dancers
"lead the screen" focussing inwardly and only checking
the screen to see the result of their movements. From
this we learn two ways (lead/follow) in which one can
interact with a 3D space which offers live feedback,
influencing the design a the UAV.
Tai C hi is like dance where the attention is balanced
between the mind and the body, where it is important
to keep this balance. The "Dance.Draw" [8] system
converts choreographed motion to colourful and
dynamic lines projected to a large screen, giving the
interpretive dancers live feedback on their movements.
What we learnt from this system is the need to balance
the attention of the dancers between the movement of
their bodies and the effects on the screen. When the

screen was overly colourful and dynamic, the dancers
would have a lower awareness of their own bodily
movements. When the screen was not colourful
enough, the live feedback was lost. “Tai C hi in the
C louds” faces the same challenge, an overly animate
cloud may distract the student from performing their
movements properly, throwing the experience of mind
and body out of balance.
Interactive eBike Technology
“Ava, the eBike” [1] uses the position of the rider’s
body to control the bike’s acceleration. The forward
position used to accelerate the bike is one that occurs
naturally to the rider in the current mode of interaction
(cycling). The result of this interaction “fuses the riders
body to Ava’s”, the bike is not controlled by the person
but is a part of the person.
This fusion of bodies might be due to the “natural
feedback” loop of the interaction, we look to create a
similar feedback loop within our system. In this
instance, however, the context of the student is not on
a bicycle, but in the air amongst the clouds. Therefore
our work attempts to answer the research question:
“How do we design interactive technology to support
the experience of metaphoric imagery found in Tai
C hi?”

The “Tai Chi In The Clouds” System
"Tai C hi In The C louds" is a system which uses UAVs as
"clouds" to mimic the movements of the hands. The
clouds react positively to the smoothness of the
student’s movements via an on-board matrix of LEDs,
giving the experience of living out the metaphor of
"waving hands like clouds". The system will operate in
two modes, Leading C loud Mode and Following C loud
Mode.
Leading Cloud Mode
In Leading C loud mode, the clouds are instructed to
lead the student as they practice their movements. This
is designed to encourage the student to imagine they
are amongst the clouds, moving with grace. the speed
and position of the student’s hands are learned by
copying the smooth movements of the UAV. This helps
the student reach the feeling that their hands are
clouds. The belief in this metaphoric imagery plays a

crucial role in integration of the body and the mind.
[9]Following the clouds has the added benefits of
learning the rhythm and pace of the movements as well
as potentially making the adoption of Tai C hi more
enjoyable for new students.
Following Cloud Mode
In Following C loud mode, the clouds are instructed to
follow the student as they practice their movements.
The clouds track the movement of the student’s hands
in real time. Over time, the clouds will become brighter,
projecting more brilliant and striking animation, but
only if the movements are smooth. If the movements
are too rough or stop all together, the brightness
begins to fade, and the animations recede. This
feedback system is designed to focus the user on
maintaining the smoothness of a given Tai C hi
movement through practice.

Figure 3 A depiction of the Leading Cloud Mode (Top) and Following Cloud Mode (Bottom)

Proposed Technology
The prototype consists of a Qualysis motion capture
system which tracks the body and the UAV clouds. The
UAV’s are C razyflie 2.0s that are python scripted.
In Leading C loud Mode the teacher first performs the
movements in 3D space, where the path set by the
hands is converted to a flight path for the UAVs. This
path is then followed by the students.
In Following C loud Mode, the path the students' hands
take through space are converted to a flight path for
the C razyflie in realtime. The acceleration of the hands
will determine the "smoothness" of the movements and
therefore the brightness and animation of the LEDs.

Future Work
In future work we will aim to validate the effectiveness
of this system at supporting the metaphoric imagery in
Tai C hi. We will first incorporate “Tai C hi in the C louds”
into a 30 minute lesson with the help of an experienced
Tai C hi instructor.
Then we will recruit 9 participants to attend the lesson.
The participants will be in three groups of three, each
group will be screened for different levels of previous
levels of Tai C hi experience (0 years, 2-3 years and 5+
years). A semi structured interview will focus on
uncovering information on the system’s potential
effectiveness in improving a student’s technique, focus
and willingness to continue learning. Through the
evaluation of these criteria we will be able to determine
the system’s effectiveness in supporting the experience
of metaphoric imagery found in Tai C hi.

Conclusion
The “Tai C hi in the C louds” system is opening a new
domain of Tai C hi where game design and play can
contribute. The presented work is an example of how
merging metaphoric movements and technology can
bring more engaging experiences within Tai C hi and
specifically, movement based mind-body practices.
We plan use Tai C hi In the C louds in a public space to
facilitate playful and creative movements. We believe
this can bring many health and wellbeing benefits to a
broad audience. Ultimately with our work we aim to
contribute to new design language to support
movement based mind-body practices.
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